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A candid, thrilling memoir from one of the most recognizable, influential, and beloved cinematic
personalities in the world.Everyone knows Jackie Chan. Whether it’s from Rush Hour, Shanghai
Noon, The Karate Kid, or Kung Fu Panda, Jackie is admired by generations of moviegoers for
his acrobatic fighting style, comic timing, and mind-bending stunts. In 2016—after fifty-six years
in the industry, over 200 films, and many broken bones—he received an honorary Academy
Award for his lifetime achievement in film. But at 64 years-old, Jackie is just getting started.Now,
in Never Grow Up, the global superstar reflects on his early life, including his childhood years at
the China Drama Academy (in which he was enrolled at the age of six), his big breaks (and
setbacks) in Hong Kong and Hollywood, his numerous brushes with death (both on and off film
sets), and his life as a husband and father (which has been, admittedly and regrettably,
imperfect).Jackie has never shied away from his mistakes. Since The Young Master in 1980,
Jackie’s films have ended with a bloopers reel in which he stumbles over his lines, misses his
mark, or crashes to the ground in a stunt gone south. In Never Grow Up, Jackie applies the
same spirit of openness to his life, proving time and time again why he’s beloved the world over:
he’s honest, funny, kind, brave beyond reckoning and—after all this time—still young at heart.

"The legendary action star gets candid telling his life story – in particular, recounting his many
brushes with death both on and off screen. You’ll be hard-pressed to find a Hollywood memoir
with this much blood and (broken) bone. Chan’s stories are too fascinating to ignore." —
Entertainment Weekly"This life story, as told in the star's impossibly colorful memoir Never Grow
Up, (Gallery Books, 333 pp., 3 stars out of four), would have Charles Dickens speed-dialing
Chan's film agent for movie rights—with tales of Chan's impoverished youth (from age 6,
enrolled in the abusive China Drama Academy), lost loves, undying ambition fueled by his
insecurity over his upbringing, true bravery and eventual glory." —USA Today"Like Chan's best
films, his memoir is engaging and entertaining." —Shelf Awareness"The book is definitively
warts (and cracked skulls and broken bones and gallons of blood) and all… but Chan also
reveals a soulful, thoughtful side—just one you wouldn't want to mess with." —Kirkus
Reviews"Undeniably fun... winningly upbeat... it provides a heck of a lot of entertainment." —
Publishers Weekly"This is a worthy addition to library collections not only because of Chan’s
worldwide fame but also for the value of a non-Western Hollywood success story." —
Booklist"With 200-plus films, an honorary Oscar, and countless mind-blowing stunts to his
credit, the martial arts master reflects here on his remarkable acting career. Chan shares how
through the ups and downs, he was able to keep his grace, poise, and humility." —CBS Watch!
Magazine"A legendary life, with many fascinating stories waiting for you to discover." —Jet Li"I
was always a big fan of Jackie and working with him was like a dream come true. His innovative



and creative ability was unmatched." —Chris Tucker"Jackie reminds me to make every summer
count and to think with my heart, he leads by example and lights the way." —Adrien
Brody"Working with Jackie Chan is maybe the most fun I've ever had working on movies." —
Owen Wilson"Jackie Chan is one of the great and iconic movie stars of our time." —Jeffrey
Katzenberg"Jackie Chan is my favorite person to duet with." —Kenny G"If you’re a fan of Jackie
and even if you’re not, it’s a great look at the man’s life and the entertainment industry. And he is
brutally honest, which is refreshing from someone in his field." —Red Carpet CrashAbout the
AuthorJackie Chan is a martial artist, actor, film director, producer, stuntman, and philanthropist.
He has appeared in over 150 films, including Rush Hour, Shanghai Noon, Kung Fu Panda,
and The Foreigner.
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Thank you for downloading this Simon & Schuster ebook.Get a FREE ebook when you join our
mailing list. Plus, get updates on new releases, deals, recommended reads, and more from
Simon & Schuster. Click below to sign up and see terms and conditions.Already a subscriber?
Provide your email again so we can register this ebook and send you more of what you like to
read. You will continue to receive exclusive offers in your inbox.To my parentsintroductionIn
2016, I received an honorary Academy Award for my lifetime achievement in film. After fifty-six
years, making over two hundred films, and breaking many bones, I never thought I’d win one, so
getting the call was like a dream come true.At the time, I was filming in Taiwan. My manager, Joe
Tam, called and said that the Motion Picture Academy’s president, Cheryl Boone Isaacs, would
love to talk to me. Cheryl and I got on the phone and she shared the incredible news.When I say
“incredible,” it’s because I didn’t quite believe it. I asked, “Are you sure you want me?”The night of
the Governors Awards was pure Hollywood magic. I sat at the award ceremony next to my old
friend and costar Arnold Schwarzenegger. I had no idea what was going to happen, and was
surprised by the three presenters who introduced me.First, Tom Hanks—Tom Hanks!—whom
I’ve never worked with but feel like I know well, called me “Chan-Tastic” three times: “Jackie
Chan, the man who puts the ‘Chan’ in ‘Chan-Tastic,’ because he has worked mostly in martial
arts films and action comedies, two genres that have been, for some reason, shall we say,
historically underrepresented at the Oscars. A fact that would change if I have any pull on the
board of governors,” he said. “It is especially gratifying to be able to acknowledge Jackie’s
enormous creativity, his great gift for physical performance, and incredible dedication to his work
with this Governors Award tonight.“Great acting comes in many different forms, but if you’re an
actor you always know it when you see it. Now, Jackie Chan’s films have been incredibly serious,
sometimes gruesomely so, as well as incredibly hilarious to the point of delighting millions of
peoples around the globe. On one hand, you could say, out of China came another version of
John Wayne—the serious films—and out of China came Buster Keaton—the comedic films.
How is this possible out of one man? His talents must be truly Chan-Tastic. But Jackie does
something that neither of those screen legends was ever able to do. Neither of those great, great
artists of the cinema ever put the bloopers on during the closing credits, and those outtakes
never showed John Wayne or Buster Keaton fracturing his elbow or tearing his plantar fascia.
That’s just one of the main reasons why the actors’ branch is so pleased to be honoring Jackie
the Chan-Tastic Chan.”He’s right about the outtakes. Starting with The Young Master in 1980, my
films have always ended with a postcredits bloopers reel. Along with clips of me messing up my
lines or making other mistakes, most of them have to do with stunts gone wrong, so I look
ridiculous as I crash to the ground and the crew rushes over.Then Michelle Yeoh, who is like a
little sister to me, talked about our long friendship. “As moviegoers around the world know,
Jackie Chan has always been full of surprises,” she said. “He surprised me the very first time I
met him thirty years ago. I had flown to Hong Kong to shoot a commercial with a superstar called
Shing Lung. I hadn’t heard of him, but as soon as he walked in I said, ‘That’s Jackie Chan, that’s
not Shing Lung.’ . . . Of course I recognized him instantly, I knew him by his distinctive loping



walk, his giant smile, and by the cloud of infectious exuberance that surrounds him wherever he
goes. Jackie is a generous performer. He is as generous to his costars as he is to his audiences.
But I would say he’s also highly competitive. The problem is, so am I. When we were making
Super Cop, we went toe to toe. If I did a stunt, then Jackie would have to do an even more
amazing one. And I would have to beat that. . . . Jackie pulled me aside and said, ‘We have to
stop. You roll off the roof of a car, I have to roll off the roof of a building. You jump on the train in a
motorcycle, I have to do it in a helicopter. If this keeps up, I’m going to end up dead.’“But you
survived, like always,” Michelle continued. “Many show business veterans have received
Governors Awards over the years, but tonight, Jackie Chan is the first little boy to win one. His
friends and his fans know that Jackie has discovered the secret of eternal youth. He is actually
the same as the day I met him. Honest, funny, kind, and, despite the years, still possesses an
astonishing physical prowess.”They showed a montage video of some of my scenes, and finally,
Chris Tucker, my dear friend and costar on the Rush Hour series, came onstage. “The great
Jackie Chan . . .” he said. “Working with a living legend was amazing. Every day, I couldn’t wait to
come on the set to see Jackie Chan. I was late most of the time, but when I got there, Jackie was
waiting with his legs crossed, saying, ‘Where’s Chris Tucker? We are late!’ But he didn’t
complain. He knew I was this young kid who, you know, didn’t know his lines, but he went with
the flow. Jackie, it was just an honor to work with you and I can’t wait to work with you again. . . .
You made a lot of people rich, Jackie. A lot of people rich. But honestly, working with Jackie got
me global notoriety, too, from the Rush Hour movies . . . automatically, working with a global star
like Jackie Chan. So I was blessed. I thank you for that, Jackie. . . . I love you, man, you’re part of
me . . . And congratulations! And I’m so thrilled and honored to be a part of this, to present to
you, my good friend, Jackie Chan!”As I walked up to get the golden statue, I was very touched.
Seeing Michelle and Chris, as well as old friends like Sylvester Stallone, in the audience, made
me feel like a kid coming home to his family. Later, I found out Joe worked with the Academy to
get my pals there to give me such a big surprise.I gave a little speech, too.I still can’t believe I’m
standing here. This is a dream. . . . Every year when I watched the Oscars with my dad and mom,
my dad always said to me, “Son, you’ve got so many movie awards in the world, when do you
get one of these?”Then I’d just look at my dad—ha ha ha—“Dad, I only make comedy action
movies.”Many years later, I came to Hollywood to have meetings with big studio directors. My
friend’s house—Stallone’s house. That was twenty-three years ago. I see [an Oscar] in his
house. I touched it, I kissed it, I smelled it. I believe it still has my fingerprints on it. . . . Then I talk
to myself, “I really want one.” . . .Finally, this is mine. I want to thank you, Hong Kong, incredible
city, my hometown, my ’hood, who made me. China, my country. Proud to be Chinese! Thank
you, Hollywood, for all those years, teaching me so many things, and also making me a little bit
famous. And I thank you, my family, my wife, Joan, my son, Jaycee, especially, Jackie Chan
Stunt Team—this year is the Jackie Chan Stunt Team’s forty-year anniversary . . . Thank you
from the bottom of my heart. . . . My fans around the world, because of you, I have reason to
continue to make movies, jumping in windows, kicking and punching—breaking my bones.We



had dinner and there was a party afterwards. As soon as we returned to the hotel, everything
was back to normal. The next day, I was right back to work, going to script meetings and
discussing new projects.Michelle said that I’d discovered the secret of youth and that I still had a
little boy’s heart. I think she had a point there. The way to never grow up is to love what you do. I
love movies. Making them keeps me young at heart. Most of the time, I forget how old I am!
Whenever I see my son, Jaycee, who is thirty-five, I remember I am sixty-four.For many, many
years, I never thought winning an Oscar was remotely possible. I was famous in Asia but didn’t
think anyone in America would notice my work. They didn’t, actually, until I was in my forties and
had made scores of films. So to get the encouragement and recognition from Hollywood—while
I’m still young!—was deeply gratifying. And I’m the first Chinese filmmaker in history to receive
the award.The real honor and reward, the one I treasure the most, is getting to live out my
childhood dreams in the movies for so long and so well. I intend to keep going.I’ve actually set
myself a goal of winning another little golden statue. I don’t think the Oscars have a rule where
you can’t win one for acting or directing if you’ve already won the lifetime honor, right?Well, my
lifetime isn’t over yet! At sixty-four, I’m just getting started.chapter oneCANNONBALLI was born
in Hong Kong on April 7, 1954, the year of the horse. My father named me Chan Kong-Sang,
which means “born in Hong Kong.”When I was still in my mom’s belly, I was already a naughty
child, and liked to move around and kick. There’s nothing strange about that, but the weird thing
was, my mom carried me for well over the usual nine months. I refused to come out. One day she
found herself in unbearable pain, so my dad rushed her to the hospital. She lay there writhing in
agony, squirming so much she ended up underneath the bed. After examining her, the doctor
said the baby was too big, and this might be a difficult birth. She suggested a cesarean
instead.Now, a cesarean cost several hundred dollars and my parents didn’t have that kind of
money. The doctor, who had no kids of her own, had a proposal for my dad. If they gave her their
baby, not only would she perform the surgery for free, she’d pay them an additional $500. That
was a lot of money, and my dad actually considered her offer for a split second. At the time, it
was common practice for poor people to give their babies away to be raised by the rich. Not only
would the parents get some cash, but they’d guarantee a better life for their children. Fortunately,
my parents decided against this option. After all, I was their first child, and maybe their only. My
mom was already forty, and might not be able to have another.My dad signed the consent form
for the surgery. Two hours later, I emerged from my mother’s belly, weighing in at twelve pounds.
The doctor and my parents were stunned. My huge size was even reported in the local papers
under the headline “Giant Baby.” Because I was so hefty, my parents nicknamed me Cannonball.
My parents’ friends said, “A twelve-pound baby! This kid might end up doing something
spectacular!” They even lent my dad some money to pay off his debt to the doctor.In the 1950s,
my parents had fled mainland China for Hong Kong, and found work at the French consulate as
a chef and a maid. They were quite lucky for refugees of that era. Even though my parents didn’t
have much money, we lived in the opulent embassy district Victoria Peak, except we didn’t have
a magnificent house that faced the street. Our home was run-down, small, and stuck in the back.



The folks at the consulate treated us well, but from the very beginning, we existed in two
different worlds.Our home was very clean and very crowded. The three of us were squeezed into
a few dozen square feet. My mom polished the furniture that my dad made with his own hands.
There wasn’t enough room for two beds, so we slept in bunk beds, my parents on the top and
me below. I wasn’t a good sleeper. I had a screaming fit every night, making such a racket that I
woke up the consulate residents. They sometimes came to see if something was wrong, which
embarrassed my parents. Some nights, I was so loud, neighbors a few houses away could be
heard yelling, “Whose kid is that? Shut up!” When this happened, my mom would bundle me up
and take me to the nearby park, where she’d sing to me until I fell asleep. I was a heavy child,
and it was exhausting for my mom to carry me around after working hard all day, but she did it
anyway.My dad spent his days busy in the kitchen, and my mom faced piles of laundry. When I
was a little older, she would bring me with her while she scrubbed and brushed, ironed and
folded. I would crawl around by her feet, almost tripping her. When she wasn’t looking, I’d eat
scraps of paper or bits of soap, which worried her until she found a solution: If she put me in a
full tub of water, I would paddle around happily, amusing myself while she had a bit of peace.My
dad said I looked more like my mom as a child. I was plump, with long hair from birth, small eyes,
and a big nose. I’m a bit embarrassed to say that my mom adored me so much, she breastfed
me until I was three. She tried to wean me, but I wouldn’t let her go. I probably embarrassed her
while she was playing mahjong with her friends—a rare break for her—and I would run up to her,
lift her blouse, and try to latch on.Starting when I was four, my dad would wake me at dawn and
drag me out of our house to exercise, and then we’d take a cold shower together. He was good
with his hands and made the exercise equipment out of scrap materials. Having trained in Hung
Gar martial arts, Dad was able to teach me some simple moves, and he’d watch me practice
them.Neighbors would ask me what I wanted to be when I grew up, and I’d say I wanted to be a
flying man.They’d say, “Flying how?”I’d point at the sky and say, “Flying very high!”They’d laugh
and tell me not to fly yet, that I’d hurt myself. “Wait until you’re grown up!”I knew it was polite to
nod, so I did, but I didn’t like having to wait for anything. I also wanted to be a cowboy, like in
American movies. They seemed so brave and dashing, and I imagined myself being one of
them. I pestered my parents for a cowboy outfit, which I proudly wore every chance I could get.At
five, I reluctantly went to school. My parents didn’t have a car, so I had to get up early each
morning and walk down the hill to the classroom. Before I left, my mom would make me a
sumptuous breakfast, then put a sandwich or boxed lunch in my bag. At that age, I had an
enormous appetite and loved to eat. I’d start to get hungry on the way down the hill and would
finish my lunch before I got to school.Mom was worried about my safety and put some coins in
my bag every day so I could take the bus home rather than walk up the hill at the end of the day.
Inevitably, though, I spent the money on noodles, and had no choice but to walk home. If a car
passed me, I’d try to thumb a ride, and a lot of good-natured people would give me a lift. I got a
ride almost every time, and no one tried to kidnap or hurt me.Of course, there were the days
when my luck was bad and not a single car passed by, so I had to walk all the way home. This



took a while. In order to get home faster and keep it secret from Mom that I’d spent the bus fare
on food, I took a shortcut up the final slope. I say “shortcut,” but it was more like a death trap. I
had to scale a sheer rock wall, clinging to branches and outcrops like a monkey, all the way up to
our backyard. One time, my dad happened to catch me on the way up, hanging on the lip of the
cliff. He scooped me up with one hand, threw me in the garage shed, and locked me in for the
rest of the day. That taught me an important lesson: From that day on, I always checked for signs
of my father first before I hauled myself over the edge.The rich kids I went to school with would
see me climbing the hill on my way home as they passed by in cars, and they’d shout mean
comments at me: “Servant’s kid!” “Hey, beggar, if you don’t have money for the bus, don’t come
to school!” After a while, I really couldn’t stand the insults anymore. One time on the playground,
they said something cruel and I charged at them. We started brawling and rolling around on the
ground. I used all the moves my dad taught me, but I was one against many. One of them
grabbed my legs; I lost my balance and fell over. My head hit a rock, and everything went black. I
lay on the ground, not moving. The kid who knocked me down was an ambassador’s son. He ran
home to get an adult to help, and everyone else scattered.Soon, the kid’s father appeared,
looking anxious. Later on, I found out they were terrified that I’d been badly hurt. After all, this
was the embassy district, and one little kid seriously injuring another here could turn into an
international incident. If my parents sued them, they’d really be in trouble.But I wasn’t that hurt. I
never passed out cold, but I was dizzy and too shaken to stand on my own. The ambassador
brought me home, and I drifted off to sleep. When I woke up, I felt achy all over, with a throbbing
pain on the back of my head. When I touched it, I found an enormous bump.My father came
home shortly after and said, “Cannonball, the ambassador’s son brought a gift for you.” He was
holding a gigantic box of chocolates. My dad set it down next to me, ruffled my hair—which hurt
like crazy—and left.Chocolates! To a greedy devil like me, it was the best possible present. Even
though I was in pain and my head was spinning, I still had my appetite. I ripped open the box and
shoved one in my mouth. The sweet taste filled my mouth and helped me feel better about the
sting of defeat. So I had another one, and another. Before I knew it, I’d finished the whole box—
and started to feel sick. I tried to ignore the churning in my stomach. I certainly wasn’t going to
throw up anything so yummy.The door opened again, and my dad came in. Seeing my
chocolate-smeared mouth, he said, startled, “You finished the whole box? Don’t you know you
have to be careful what you eat when you’re injured?”I did not know that, in fact. (I was six!) I
said, “Oh.”Well, Dad wasn’t happy I’d gorged myself, and decided I must have recovered enough
from my injury for him to give me a good beating.I’ll always remember that day as the first time I
lost a fight. I would face defeat many more times as I grew up, but I didn’t know that then. And I’ll
always associate the bittersweet taste of chocolate with that day.chapter twoTHE
BOYFRIENDTo all the other Victoria Peak rich kids, many of them foreign ambassadors’
children, I was just a poor Chinese. None of them would play with me. Fortunately, the French
consul, my parents’ boss, had a daughter about my age who was very beautiful. I’ll call her
Sophie. We often played together, and she always called me her boyfriend. The word “boyfriend”



gave me a sense of responsibility, but to be honest, at that age, I didn’t understand what it meant
—until someone made fun of Sophie. Then I knew I had to protect her.As I mentioned, my father
was a student of martial arts when he was young, and he continued to practice to stay in shape.
He taught me his skills, and my body was naturally powerful. Except for that one fight when I hit
my head, I usually won my fights with other kids (and I had many of them). I wasn’t a bully,
though. I only struck back when someone tried to make trouble for me, or if anyone dared to
tease my “girlfriend.”I’d defend her right away. No matter who’d been foolish enough to annoy her
or make her cry, no matter whose fault it was, I’d rush over and hit them until they begged for
mercy and apologized.On one of these occasions, my dad happened to catch me beating up
one of our neighbors. The kid’s face and neck were covered with bruises, and he was wailing
loudly. My dad dashed over, grabbed me before I could do any more damage, and helped the
other child to his feet. I thought Dad had pulled me off so the other kid could get away. Watching
my victim run home howling, I swelled with pride.Dad? He wasn’t as pleased with me as I
was.He dragged me home while I stumbled along, protesting, “But, Dad, I won! I won!”As soon
as we stepped inside our house, Dad took off his belt and gave me a good lashing, then tossed
me in the embassy’s garbage shed, where I usually ended up when I’d done something wrong. I
didn’t get it. I’d defended my girlfriend’s honor, and I was getting punished?He said, “I didn’t
teach you martial arts so you could hurt other people.”I pleaded, “But, Dad, they bullied Sophie
first. I had to teach them a lesson.”He glared at me and, without another word, closed the shed
door, locked it, and walked away.I sat down by the bags of trash. Outside, I could hear my mom
hurrying over and pleading with my father to let me out. They argued about it for a while, but he
wouldn’t budge. Then it got quiet again.I settled in for a long wait. By now, I was very familiar with
this cramped space. It wasn’t too bad being in there, although my stomach was already
rumbling. I was starving. If only I had something to eat. I stared at the tiny glimmer of light coming
in from the top of the door and thought, I might as well take a nap. I wouldn’t feel the hunger
pangs if I were asleep.I shut my eyes and thought, I hate Dad. I was defending my girlfriend, like
a hero. He should praise me, not punish me!Despite my anger, I drifted off, waking up when I
heard someone knocking gently at the door. “Who is it?” I asked.My mom’s voice said,
“Cannonball, look up.”Through that gap at the top of the door, she pushed something through. A
wrapped package landed on my lap. Before I could get the paper off, I smelled the delicious
aroma of an enormous roast-meat sandwich. I thought, I love Mom!! It was the best gift I’d ever
received in my entire life! I whispered a thank-you and she tiptoed away. I devoured my meal,
feeling unbelievably happy.I was too young to really understand the intricacies of the situation.
Later on, I found out why my father had been so angry. The kid I’d beaten up was the child of an
embassy official, and Dad was worried that he’d lose his job over the incident. Our family was
completely at the mercy of others, and we had to be careful to stay on the good side of our
higher-ups. When he finally let me out of the shed, Dad made me go to the kid’s house and
apologize to him and his whole family. My dad went to hit me again, in front of them. The
embassy official was kind enough to stop him and say, “No need for that. Children get into fights.



It’s no big deal.”This incident didn’t make me less willing to fight in Sophie’s behalf, but I learned
to be cleverer about it. Before striking the first blow, I’d look around and make sure there weren’t
any adults in sight. Before long, most of the other kids in the neighborhood had either tasted my
fists or knew not to mess with me and my friends. After that, I didn’t get into as many
fights.chapter threeMY DEEPEST, ONLY REGRETI hated school from the moment I learned I’d
have to go.One morning, after our usual exercise, Dad said, “Cannonball, soon you’ll have to
start going to school.”Why?I knew what school was. I’d seen the rich kids with their schoolbags
and prissy uniforms get into their cars every morning to go down the hill, and thought they all
looked ridiculous. I could run around our compound and play for as long as I liked. When I was
bored, I could help my mom fold the laundry or watch my dad cook or hang out with Sophie,
which was always fun.“I don’t want to go to school!” I protested. “I can learn stuff at home!”It was
no use. A few days later, I was pushed out of the house holding a schoolbag and wearing a
uniform, just like those kids I hated.Nan Hua Primary was a very good local school. The teachers
were excellent and treated the students with patience and kindness. The students came from
good families. The classrooms were nice, too. Everything felt very refined. My mom and dad
pulled a lot of strings to get me in there, and as they told me repeatedly, I should have
considered myself lucky. At the time, though, I didn’t care. As soon as I stepped through the
school gate, I was miserable.Lessons were boring, nothing I cared about.I didn’t understand all
the words.I’d watch the teachers’ mouths open and close while my mind wandered off.Honestly,
I would have preferred sitting in the shed, next to the trash bags! Anything would have been
better than being stuck in the little desk chair. My favorite class was gym, when we got to go
outside for a bit.The only relief from the monotony of lectures was when I amused myself in class
by cutting up. I’d deliberately lean too far back in my chair and fall over, making everyone laugh.
I’d make faces at my classmates or use my desk as a drum, making so much noise that the
teacher had to stop the lesson to yell at me. When the teachers lost their patience, they made
me stand outside in the corridor. One teacher in particular made sure I knew what he thought of
me. He glared at me and said, “Mr. Chan, don’t think you’re anything special.”It didn’t matter what
he said or did. I was never going to suddenly love school. He sure tried to change my attitude,
though. Some of his creative punishments were to make me stand in the corridor holding my
chair over my head until he said I could lower it. If the teacher wasn’t checking on me, I’d put it
down and lean against the wall for a little nap. If I learned anything during this time, it was how to
sleep standing up. (This skill came in handy later in life when I’d use that technique to catnap on
movie sets.) All the teachers would hang a sign around my neck with my crimes written on it, like
“I played the fool in class,” or “I lost my textbook,” or “I didn’t do my homework.” Sometimes they
just wrote the word “useless”! I couldn’t always read the words on the signs, but I understood
everything the teachers yelled at me, so I knew what I’d done wrong.I spent more time in the
hallway outside the classroom than inside it, and became notorious in the school. With a
reputation to maintain, I kept playing pranks, blowing off my homework, misplacing my books,
getting into fights, and being a headache for the teachers and administrators. I shredded my



school uniform climbing that rock face to get home and often lost my schoolbag who knows
where, which led to a beating from Dad and another afternoon in the garbage shed.It’s no
surprise that I was kept back at the end of my first year. My parents were forced to acknowledge
that their son might not be academic material. They decided to take me out of that school, which
filled my heart with joy. Now I could go back to my carefree life of playing all day!My happiness
was short-lived.The next year, I was enrolled at Master Yu Jim-Yuen’s China Drama Academy,
where academics were barely taught. Instead of reading, writing, or math, we learned martial
arts, singing, and dancing.The master said, “Great learning comes from bright morality and
affection for the people. To stop here is virtuous. Understanding where to stop brings stability,
and with that comes peace. Peace brings with it serenity and clear thinking, with which you can
achieve your goals.”Master Yu Jim-Yuen wasn’t like the teachers I’d met before who wrote signs
and made me hold up a chair. At the China Drama Academy, if you slacked off on your training or
failed to memorize the classic Chinese texts you were given, you were caned on your bare
behind by the master.My fellow slacker students and I figured out a system to avoid a lashing. If
we hadn’t managed to commit something to memory, we’d scare the upstanding classmates into
claiming they would say they hadn’t done the work either.Our schoolroom master was named
Tung Long-Ying. To this day, I remember how nice his handwriting was—always in a single
stroke, very smooth. Of course, none of us could be bothered to learn how to do brush
calligraphy, thinking, What good will it do us?Anyway, when the time came to recite texts, he
would say, “Chapter Five from Analects. Yuen Lou, recite it.” Yuen Lou was my name at the
academy. We all got new names with “Yuen,” after Master Yu Jim-Yuen.I’d stand and say, “I’m
sorry, I didn’t learn it.”The master would glare at me and call on my older classmate Sammo
Hung, a.k.a. Yuen Lung. “Let’s hear you recite it,” he said.Sammo would stand and confess that
he didn’t know the text either. If we all said we didn’t know it, Master Tung Long-Ying wouldn’t
bother reporting us to Master Yu Jim-Yuen for punishment. It was one thing to beat one or two
kids, but he didn’t have the energy to go off on a few dozen.We grew bolder and bolder. If we
knew Master Yu had left the premises to see friends or gamble, we’d do whatever we liked. The
boys would fling books around or wrestle, and the girls gossiped loudly. The poor cultural-
studies teacher didn’t know what to do with us. When our lookout yelled, “The master’s back!”
we’d jump into our seats and act like we’d been studying hard all along. The academy didn’t pay
teachers much to put up with brats like us. We chased away eleven cultural-studies teachers in
just a few years, and we felt very pleased with ourselves each time.I have many mixed feelings
about my education there, but I do regret not learning to read and write or do math. When I grew
up and went to America to make movies, everyone was using credit cards, but I couldn’t
possibly. At the time, you had to fill out a credit card slip to pay for things, and I didn’t know how
to write. Every time I signed my name, it looked different. Store clerks would compare the
signature on the slip with the one on the card and didn’t believe they matched. When your lack of
an education makes it impossible to pay for a new shirt, that’s when you really feel uncultured.
(Currently, I have an unlimited black card in my wallet and could buy a jet plane with it. It’s blank



without a signature. People trust that I am who I say I am nowadays.)When I got famous, fans
started asking for my signature. I learned how to scribble “Jackie Chan” well enough, but when
someone asks me to address it to her name, I have to ask how to spell it. It isn’t so bad in
America because the alphabet has only twenty-six letters. But it’s awkward in China. The written
language is far more complex, and when people tell me their names, I can’t write them. They’ll
explain which characters or which radicals to use, and I’ll still get stuck. They have to write it out
for me to copy, and if it is in cursive, I ask them to separate out each stroke so I can see it
properly. It takes a lot of effort and is very embarrassing. I can manage two Chinese autographs
in the time it takes to write ten English ones. These occasions always leave me tense and
anxious. If I walk into an event, for charity or publicity, and see a pen and paper or a calligraphy
brush on the table, I get scared and pretend I have to be somewhere else.Cultured people are
able to write a sentence or two of good wishes on a card or poster. I’d like to do the same, but I
don’t know how, and that fills me with shame. Whenever I have the chance to speak to young
people, I always tell them to study hard. With donations from my fans as well as my own money,
I’ve built numerous Dragon’s Heart schools so children in China have a chance to get an
education. Whenever I see cultured, poised, and well-brought-up kids from my schools around
the world, it makes me so happy for them that they won’t struggle like I do. It’s gratifying for me to
have helped them avoid that pain.Growing up poor but surrounded by wealth, I thought only
about acquiring possessions. Studying meant nothing. As I’ve gotten older, I couldn’t care less
about material things, and learning is everything. If I have one thing I wish I’d done differently in
life, one regret, it’s that I wish I had applied myself at school and studied more.The director Feng
Xiaogang once said to me, “Jackie, if you’d worked harder at school, you wouldn’t be Jackie
Chan now. You should be grateful that you didn’t apply yourself.”That might be true, but I really
wish I possessed more knowledge. I often misuse words when I’m talking, which leads to many
misunderstandings.Bruce Lee was an educated man and even studied philosophy. As a result,
his words were always very deep. He once said, “Water has no shape, so you can’t catch hold of
it, or hit it, or hurt it in any way. You, too, should be as mobile and formless as water. When you
pour water in a cup, it becomes the cup. Pour it in a bottle, and it becomes the bottle. Pour it in a
teapot, and it becomes the teapot. Water can drip, and it can crash. Be like water, my friend.”
Only someone with a good education could have made that excellent speech.I could never
come up with something that meaningful.I often refer to myself as an oaf, but for many years
now, I’ve learned as much as I can, and I keep trying to correct my mistakes and better myself. I
hope young people will make the most of their potential and hit the books, or they might regret
slacking off, like I do.chapter fourA DECADE OF DARKNESSGoing from a rich-kid school like
Nan Hua Primary to the rigorous, disciplined China Drama Academy (CDA) was a complete 180.
Many people have asked me how that came to happen.Around the time I was held back at my
first school (held back, expelled, whatever), my father got offered an excellent new job as the
chef at the American consulate in Australia, with a much bigger salary. It was a great opportunity
for him, but it meant he’d have to leave Hong Kong and live apart from my mom and me for a



while. He wouldn’t be around to keep an eye on me, and if I was already so mischievous that I
was kicked out of elementary school, he started worrying about what kind of future I’d have.My
dad’s friends had heard about Master Yu Jim-Yuen’s China Drama Academy. They suggested a
tough environment like the master’s would change my unruly nature; plus, I would learn skills—
martial arts, singing, dancing, and acting—that would make me employable one day doing
Peking opera, which many of the drama academy students performed.The hitch was, the CDA
was a boarding school. Sending me there would mean they’d never see me. I was seven years
old. It might sound cruel to send a child that age to boarding school, but given their
circumstances, my parents had to consider the option.One morning, my dad announced that
instead of our usual morning routine, he was going to take me out to play. I was thrilled! I
changed into my cowboy outfit, grabbed a toy gun, and romped outside. All morning, Dad didn’t
scold me once. When I asked for a sweet-bean-paste bun, he bought it for me right away. It was
unthinkable.I should have known.We arrived at the CDA, and he took me inside. I saw the
courtyard full of boys and girls in white shirts and black trousers. They were standing in rows,
practicing kicks, and looked very impressive. I thought, This place is cool! After wandering
around for a few hours, I fed on the energy and excitement, and didn’t want to leave. When Dad
said, “How would you feel about going to school here?” I was thrilled by the idea.The master
informed my father that he would have to sign a contract to commit me for three, five, seven, or
ten years. Dad asked me how long I wanted to stay, and I said, “Forever!”My parents were
uneasy about the idea, and Mom was hurt that I was so excited to go, but they agreed to send
me to the CDA for the full ten years and signed on the dotted line. I was now my master’s
“property” and would live within the walls of the CDA for the next decade. My master could have
beaten me to death in that time and gotten away with it.In that moment, my childhood came to
an end.By the time I understood what had happened, it was too late. My impulsive decision led
to my decade of darkness, though it was in those ten years that I became Jackie Chan.My daily
routine at the CDA:Wake up at 5:00 a.m. for breakfast.Practice kung fu until noon.Lunch.Practice
until dinner at 5:00 p.m.Dinner.Practice until bedtime at 11:00 p.m.Do it again the next day.For
ten years, I got only six hours of sleep, night after night. Like all the other boys, I slept on a rolled-
out mat in a corner. The carpet on the floor hadn’t been cleaned for years and was filthy. We ate,
slept, pissed, and had nightmares there, and it was covered in spilled food and my master’s
phlegm. It had accumulated so much crud, the carpet was three times heavier than when it was
new.My father moved to Australia, and Mom stayed behind to help me with the transition. She
visited me once a week, bringing my favorite candy and snacks, which I shared with my friends
at the academy. She also brought a big bucket of hot water. She’d borrow a tub from my master
and give me a bath. Water was scarce in Hong Kong then, so we got to shower only twice a
week at first (later on, it was just once). My mom would weep while she bathed me because she
could see all the welts, cuts, and scars on my body from the canings and beatings. I told her, “It’s
fine, I’m used to it,” which made her cry even more.After a few of her visits, everyone started
making fun of me for getting baths from my mom, and they called me spoiled.The next time I



saw her, I threw a tantrum, saying, “Don’t hug me like I’m a little kid, and stop bringing me
bathwater! I’m grown-up now!”She didn’t say anything, just nodded. Looking back now, I see
how selfish and stupid that outburst was. My mom boiled the water at the consulate, carried it
down the hill, walked for a half hour to the funicular tram station, paid the precious ten-cent fare,
walked for another half hour to the Star Ferry terminal, paid another ten cents for the boat to
Kowloon, then walked from the station to Mirador Mansion, hurrying all the way while carrying a
forty-pound bucket of hot water. All that, just to give her son a tepid bath.I’d been at the CDA for
two years when my father returned to Hong Kong from Australia to pack up their things. Mom
was going with him when he returned to Canberra. He and Mom came to see me at the
academy, not to pick me up and take me with them, but to say good-bye. No more candy and
baths from Mom. No more visits at all. Before leaving the academy that day, Dad treated my
master and classmates to a gourmet meal. I was allowed to see them off at the airport. Dad gave
me a cassette tape player; Mom’s parting gift was a bag of fruit. As I watched them walk away to
their gate, I started crying and didn’t stop until their plane took off. I was really alone. They would
be thousands of miles away on another continent. I was nine.After their departure, I cried
beneath the covers every night for a week until I began to accept reality and distance myself
emotionally from them. It wasn’t easy to pull away. They sent me a new cassette tape each week,
and I’d sneak off to the back staircase to listen to their voices. When I heard them say, “Our boy,
we miss you so much,” I’d started sobbing again. When I got a bit older, they included money in
their packages. By then, I’d stopped listening to the tapes. They said the same things every week
—that they missed me and hoped I was well—and the sentiment just made me sad. Whenever I
saw the other kids’ parents visit or watched them pack up to leave for a weekend at home, I
would feel miserable.What made the separation worse was the day-to-day slog of life at the
CDA, the constant training, the corporal punishments. No breaks at all, not even if you were sick.
In fact, sickness wasn’t allowed. In my ten years there, I got sick only once. It sounds
unbelievable now, but I was too scared to fall ill.It happened when I was nine, I believe. One day
after lunch, I started vomiting and felt weak all over. Nanny Fong, our white-haired caretaker,
said, “Your head is burning up! Quick, get to bed, I’ll bring you some medicine.” Did this mean I
could skip training? Surely I’d have to rest for at least two days. The very thought filled me with
joy, as sick as I was. I lay down in the corner and listened to the others doing pull-ups and
practicing flying kicks.Then my master saw me lying on the floor and said, “What’s wrong?”I
said, “I’m . . . so . . . sick . . .” I might have exaggerated a bit.“He has a fever,” confirmed Nanny
Fong.“A fever? All right, then. Fine. Everyone stop training. Stop!” said my master.The others
came to a sudden halt. He turned back to me. “You. Get up and do one hundred left leg thrusts.”I
gaped at him. Really? But I’m burning up!You didn’t defy the master, though. I got up and did it.
Then he made me do one hundred right leg thrusts, followed by one hundred left flying kicks,
then one hundred right flying kicks. My whole body ached. After I finished, he said, “Do you feel
better?”If I didn’t say yes, he’d make me train harder. So, immediately, I cried, “Yes, much
better!”From then on, every single kid in the school didn’t dare get sick.Everyone at the academy



had the same goal: to start performing onstage as soon as possible. Shows of children singing,
dancing, miming, and doing acrobatics onstage—the Peking opera style—were still popular
back then, so there were many opportunities. It was our greatest dream to appear in a
production. It was what we’d been training to do.One day, our master arranged for our first public
show. Everyone got excited, especially when he announced that he would pick the best among
us for solo parts. Many of us had trouble sleeping that night, all of us hoping that we’d be
chosen.The next morning, we all got up very early and waited for him to announce his
selections. He read out our names one by one: “Yuen Lung, Yuen Tai, Yuen Wah, Yuen Mo, Yuen
Kwai, Yuen Biao . . .” As I mentioned, all our CDA stage names started with “Yuen.” I was Yuen
Lou, and Sammo Hung was Yuen Lung. As my fans know, Sammo and I made many movies
together and are very close still. I am godfather to one of his sons. But back then, we didn’t
always get along well. Yuen Lung was older, and he bullied the younger students quite a bit, but
we didn’t retaliate because we were supposed to respect seniority above everything else. Even
today, so many years later, I still respect him as my elder. No matter how much we fought each
other, though, if we faced an outsider, the unbreakable bonds of brotherhood tightened between
us. As the saying goes, “Fighting within these walls disappears at an outside threat.”The master
had read six names. Only one left. A rustle went through the crowd. Who would it be? He cleared
his throat and made us all hush. “And finally, Yuen Lou!” I jumped to my feet and did a forward
spring to stand in front of everyone.“The seven of you, bow to your schoolmates!” We bent
deeply at the waist. Our getting to perform main parts meant everyone else would be reduced to
background performers, or else stuck operating the curtains, stage-managing the props, putting
on our makeup, and other backstage jobs. Although everyone else was jealous, the collective
sense of honor exceeded everything. There was a burst of warm applause and cheers from the
audience. Everyone was proud of us. The Lucky Seven, as we became known, were born. What
no one could have anticipated was that we would go on to make such a stir in the movie
industry.Everyone on that team had his own special abilities. Yuen Biao could master the most
difficult acrobatic stunts, including walking on his hands as easily as on his feet. Yuen Wah could
do the highest backflips. Yuen Tai had a huge amount of energy. Yuen Biao and Yuen Mo
excelled in all sorts of martial arts moves. Yuen Kwai was great at face painting. The oldest of us,
Yuen Lung, was handsome and the best boxer in the school. Although I didn’t shine in any one
area, I was a good all-rounder, and there was one thing I could do better than anyone else: I
could run fast. That’s because I had to run away from Yuen Lung all the time! We were assigned
roles that played to our strengths, so Yuen Lung was always the emperor or general, while Yuen
Biao’s scrawny physique made him perfect for comedic parts. When we did the classic Journey
to the West, Yuen Lung was the Monkey God, Yuen Biao played Sandy, and I was Pigsy. As part
of the Lucky Seven, I became known as the Little Foreigner because I’d grown up at the French
consulate on a diet of milk and bread. I was stronger and better nourished than the others. I also
had the nickname Two Portions because that’s how much I ate.Before Yuen Biao joined the
academy, I was the youngest kid in the school and everyone picked on me. Then he showed up



and he became the target. From his first day, he seemed fragile and wouldn’t stop crying after
saying good-bye to his parents. I felt sorry for him. I went over to introduce myself and comfort
him a little. After lunch, he watched us practice, and we urged him to join in. He turned out to
have a fair bit of talent and could turn professional-looking somersaults. Our master praised him
and in the same breath criticized Yuen Lung and Yuen Tai in comparison, which didn’t help Yuen
Biao.The unwritten rule in our school was that the big would bully the small, and the small would
obey the big. I often stepped forward to protect Yuen Biao. We were powerless against the
aggression of our older schoolmates, but we developed good escape skills. Once, Yuen Lung
borrowed money from Yuen Biao. Then we were on a bus, and Yuen Biao didn’t have money for
the fare, so he asked for the money back. Yuen Lung refused. When I spoke up for Yuen Biao, I
got hit but didn’t dare strike back. I just ran away, with Yuen Biao right behind me. At that time,
Yuen Lung wasn’t fat, but he was starting to put on weight and he couldn’t possibly catch us as
we raced off the bus and vaulted over the railing. Back at school, we got beaten anyway, of
course.Once, Yuen Kwai and I got into a fight over who knows what, and everyone formed a
circle around us to watch. My scissor kicks were known to be very powerful, but just as we
started to mix it up, someone yelled, “No scissor kicks!” If someone called it out, you just couldn’t
do it. We traded blows until our master showed up suddenly. We were all startled and started
running.He screamed, “Stop!”We all froze. Yuen Kwai and I were still breathing hard, glaring at
each other with hatred. Our master said, “You like to fight? Fine, everyone else get out of the
way. You two stand there and duke it out.” We stared at him, stupefied. “Fight!” he roared, and we
had no choice but to start up again.If you don’t already know, fighting is exhausting. After thirty or
forty seconds, you can barely go on. I didn’t know then about finding my footing or controlling my
breath. All I could do was jab until my fist hit flesh. In a minute, we were both on the floor,
completely out of energy.“Not fighting anymore?” asked our master.“We can’t go on.”“You can’t?
Very good. Kneel, facing each other, and slap each other.” We had no choice but to do as he
said, slapping once with the left hand, then the right, until our arms were out of strength. To start
with, we hit as hard as we could, but soon we weakened. Our faces were puffy, and we were
bleeding from the mouth and crying from pain and exhaustion. Seeing that we were completely
spent, our master made us lie flat on the ground and caned us each ten times. Those ten blows
resounded through the room. We almost fainted. Even worse, he kicked us out of the Lucky
Seven. We regretted ever getting into that fight.From then on, there were no fights. If people
really had to hit each other, they made sure our master didn’t see it.When we were a bit older, in
our teens with years of opera performances under our belts, we started going around to film
studios in search of odd jobs. Our main form of transport was a double-decker bus. A school
manager was in charge of making sure we were seated properly on the right bus. He was
supposed to pay for our tickets—at ten cents apiece per way, it would have been three or four
dollars for all of us round-trip—but then he’d tell the driver, “Family member, Tsui Luk, 1033.” His
son was a bus driver, and as a relative he was entitled to travel for free. Just uttering that magic
phrase, he didn’t have to pay for any of us. He’d give us our twenty cents and wave good-bye as



the bus pulled away.We were supposed to save half the money for the ride back, but we’d buy
snacks with all of it, and when we got on the bus to return, we’d say to the driver with a straight
face, “Family member, Tsui Luk, 1033,” and ride at no charge.One day, there were too many of us
pulling this trick and the conductor got suspicious. He started swearing at us, “I don’t believe Tsui
Luk has more than ten goddamn children.” He insisted on our buying tickets. There was a bit of a
tussle, and his bag of change and tickets tipped over. I remember we were going down Prince
Edward Road at the time, and the conductor shouted to the driver not to stop but to go straight to
the police station so he could have us all charged. We yanked the door open and jumped out,
several of us hitting the ground in a roll and then popping upright, completely unhurt, standing
arms akimbo and chests out. I guess that was our first offstage stunt performance.One time,
Sammo broke his leg while training, then fainted from the pain. He had to go to the hospital and
recovered there for a long time. Before the accident, he was in great shape, but his grandpa
brought noodles in thick gravy to the hospital every day, and he swelled up like a balloon. His leg
got better, but he never lost the extra weight. He was so round, our master stopped letting him
perform. Dejected, Sammo packed his bags and left the academy. Before leaving, he gave the
rest of us a warning: “The time of opera is almost over. The future is in movies! When I get
famous, you can all come and find me there.”Hey, no arguments from us! We were trying to get
movie work! When we did, we got paid $65 per day on set. Our master kept $60, leaving us with
$5 as pocket money. It didn’t seem fair, but no one questioned it until after Yuen Lung left the
school. Then the next oldest student, Yuen Tai, said to the rest of us, “We ought to keep more
money. Five dollars is too little. Our master is keeping too much.”This struck a chord, and after
some heated discussion, we decided to go and speak to him together, with Yuen Tai taking the
lead. After years under the master’s tyranny, we approached him with our hearts in our throats,
but to our surprise and relief, our master didn’t blow his top. He slowly turned his back and said,
“You’re all grown-up now. You’re ready to fly.” When we heard these words, we all cried with joy.
When our share rose to $35, we thought it was a great victory!He’s right! I thought. I am grown-
up now. I was making $35 for a full day’s work when I could get it—if I could get it—and I thought
I was doing great.Boy, did I have a lot to learn.chapter fiveFIRST LOVEFifteen is the age when
many of us first experience romantic feelings, and I was no exception.When I reached that year,
I’d been hanging out with a gang of boys since I was a little kid, sharing the experience of harsh
training for hours a day under our master’s watchful eye. We considered ourselves lucky if we
got through a day without a beating. I didn’t have the time or energy to think about girls. There
were girls at the school, but I’d known them for so long, I thought of them as my sisters, nothing
more.
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Adam Fletcher, “The Better JC Autobiography. This book borrows heavily from JC's first
autobiography, 1998's My Life In Action, and so if you've already read that book just know this
new book includes many of the same stories. this book, however, definitely covers a lot of new
ground, and not just post-1998 events, so it's not entirely redundant.Also, compared to the first
book, Never Grow Up seems far less fictionalized. My Life In Action contains a lot of detailed
dialogue, much of it from JC's very early life, and at times reads like a story book more than an
autobiography. With Never Grow Up, it's easier to imagine JC himself telling the stories--the
voice seems more authentic, and there aren't nearly as many dramatized and drawn out
moments.One other notable difference is how much this book focuses on JC's son and wife,
who are scarcely mentioned in the first book. I always had the impression that JC married and
then was a completely absentee husband, but this book makes it seem like he and his wife are
close and have always been fairly close. I'm not sure how much of that is an attempt to craft the
image JC wants, or whether it's real.All in all, a good introduction to Jackie Chan's life and
career, and a very easy read.”

Charles Platt, “Amazingly compelling narrative.. Even if you've never watched a Jackie Chan
movie, you may be touched by this book. The events are astonishing and the writing is amazing.
Translated from Chinese, every sentence is concise and simple, and the conversational
simplicity is powerful. Plus he is so disarmingly candid about the consequences of his poor
childhood in Hong Kong. For example, he is still not able to read and write fluently, which creates
problems when he is asked to sign an autograph naming the recipient. "If I walk into an event, for
charity or publicity, and see a pen and paper or a calligraphy brush on the table, I get scared and
pretend I have to be somewhere else."Also very candid about a period in his life when he was an
arrogant, nouveau-riche jerk. I've read a lot of autobiographies, but this stands out as
exceptional.”

Patrizia, “A real biography. I truly enjoyed this book. I have only seen Mr Chan in snippets of
movies so I didn't know much about him. I think I'm going to watch some of his movies in the
near future.I enjoy reading non fiction and I was very impressed to finally read an autobiography
that sounded real. Mr Chan doesn't sugar coat his persona and gave us an honest look at his
life,not just the good but also the bad.I'm pretty sure that when he decides to stop doing movies,
he will embark on something extraordinary and probably oriented towards benefiting society.
Please, don't grow up Mr. Chan.”

Alan, “Excellent Autobiography of Jackie Chan - Details Immersed in HIS Life. I loved Jackie
Chan's book. I have been a kid since Police Story movies watching doing stunts and just simple
acrobatics like jumping over a street railing wearing jeans. Now I am an old man, and still a fan
so I had to buy his book. His tell-all book explains much of what I heard about him growing up.



His poor childhood to his fame, success, and affair with the Pageant beauty - while married to
Joan Lin. Jackie explains it so well you understand his emotions, and thoughts. Zhu Mo also
narrates her opinion of Jackie in a positive light and adds a bit more perspective. All in all, this
book allows you as a reader and fan to step closer into Jackie's life. Now I only wish I can meet
Jackie in our life time and get to know him better. I am a big fan, and never criticized him harshly
for his decisions, but always look forward to his next movie - which is always a big movie to me.”

JB, “Be you.. The way I understand the Oscars, people are recognized for things that they do,
one time. Best Actor for one film. Best Supporting Actress for one film. I remember Jackie Chan
being given an honorary Oscar, recognizing his whole career. The way I see it, he was given an
award for being who he is.That’s what I picked up from this entertaining book of his memories.
You can be ordinary and extraordinary at the same time. More than pressure, passion is what
makes the difference, and the only path to passion is being true to yourself.Thank you for your
life, Jackie. I pray you continue to inspire the world.”

Anonymous500, “Entertaining and fast paced. I found this book to be highly entertaining and
interesting. Prior to buying the book, I read a few reviews suggesting that the book portrayed
Jackie Chan as a bit of a jerk. I did not find that to the case at all. Rather, the book seems to
provide an unvarnished version of key events in Mr. Chan's life. I say kudos to him to have the
courage to put this out there. Especially as someone who is a resident of China....not exactly
the sort of place that encourages tales of racy escapades such as Mr. Chan's. Now I understand
how Jackie Chan got so far in life.”

Mel, “Emotional journey. Lots of different emotions throughout this book, he was brilliant at his
job and looking after his crew, charity work and generous with his money. But I feel he missed
out on a true family life with being parted from his own parents, and never being there for his wife
and son.Money is great but family is more important.He is dedicated to the art and that must
have at times been lonely and impossible to share his time with everyone.I thank you for your
dedication and remarkable films throughout your lifetime.”

Ragino Sidhu, “Frank, Real and down to earth. I am 48 years old. Born and brought up in Hong
Kong. Speaks fluent Cantonese. What Jackie Chan have done, and still doing, no one on planet
earth was able to do. I never liked any of his American production films. Rush Hours and all the
others are nothing compared to Project A, Police Story or Armour of God series.Yet here we
read about his life to stardom, his good side of life and his bad. Since I was a kid, I have read
every single news article about him. Many good and a lot of them bad. This is a book where he
have consolidated all that together. And it can't get more frank and honest than this.”

J BEE, “good. After reading the first book of Jackie Chan my life in action when it was released
in 2000 and I thought I knew you all about Jackie Chan as that book was one of the books I read



when I was a kid which I was fixated on that got me obsessed with Jackie Chan and all of his
movies this book is pretty limited on his life before or he goes and makes rush hour as his first
book is very detailed about his life growing up which is fascinating but there are stories in this
book that I haven't heard of that make it very interesting especially if you're a Jackie Chan fan”

Susan, “Just a fan. I have been a fan of Jackie's for years. I am not one for googling and looking
up actors, this is one of the first autobiography I have read. It was good to get an insight of who
Jackie is, what he has achieved and where he's came from. I enjoyed the read and I'm sure you
all will as well.”

The book by Mary Matsuda Gruenewald has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 774 people have provided
feedback.
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